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DESIGN OF SAMPLE AND HOLDS USING CCDS IN A

STANDARD CMOS PROCESS

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Introduction

Given the advantages of digital signal processing, attempts have been made

to move to the discrete domain early in the signal path. As bandwidth, linearity and

signal/clock rates rise, the pressure to achieve high-performance front end conversion

also rises. At high frequencies, the performance of the analog-to-digital converter is

usually limited by the front-end sample and hold (S/H) circuits. The main reason is

the poor performance of CMOS switches at higher speeds, where charge injection and

signal dependent switch resistance become major limiting factors. Innovative circuit

methodologies have been adopted to overcome these problems. But these usually

result in a new set of issues that designers have to contend with. For example, while

increasing MOS switch sizes can lead to increased speeds, the resulting increased

charge injection can negate the advantages.

Charge-based circuits offer some promise in this regard as they do not suffer

from these issues. The design revolves around the charge-coupled device (CCD)

and its low-noise and highly-linear sampling qualities [1]. Since drift mechanisms

are responsible for charge transfer, as opposed to diffusion as in traditional MOS

circuits, CCDs can be operated at very high speeds. Moreover, clock feedthrough is

a non-issue in CCD-based circuits because there are no voltage changes across
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in the CCD structures. CCD-sampling consumes only dynamic power thus leading

to ultra-low power operation.

The advantages of CCD-based samplers over conventional gated-gm sam-

piers and switched-emitter-follower gated-gm samplers have been demonstrated by

Munroe and Lu [2]. However, their implementation uses a CMOS/CCD process,

and most processes today do not support CCD implementations. In this thesis,

the implementation of sample and hold circuits using CCD-based structures in a

standard CMOS process is presented.

1.2. Thesis Outline

Little information is available in the literature on CCD models for circuit

design for use with commercial simulators. Therefore, a significant portion of this

design is based on assumptions about how the devices will operate when configured

in a standard CMOS process. The physics of the device was used as the basis for

modeling the CCDs as samplers.

Chapter 2 discusses the charge transfer mechanism involved in the operation

of CCD samplers. The input stage used in the design of the CCD sample and holds

and the issues affecting the CCD performance are discussed.

Chapter 3 details the architecture of the CCD sample and hold blocks and

the layout issues are discussed in detail.

Chapter 4 covers the design of the amplifier and the delta-sigma analog-to-

digital converter that were designed to evaluate the performance of the sample and

holds. The floor plan of the chip is also presented in this chapter.
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The measured results from the fabricated chip are presented in Chapter 5, and

Chapter 6 discusses the issues affecting testability and performance of the sample

and holds.

Finally, the conclusions of this research project are summarized in Chapter

7.
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2. CHARGE TRANSFER THEORY

2.1. Introduction

A charge coupled device, in its simplest form, is an array of closely spaced

MOS capacitors. A CCD stores information in the form of electrical charge packets

in potential wells that are created in the semiconductor by means of a controlling

voltage. The charge packets can then be transferred from one potential well to

another through the application of a sequence of suitable controlling voltages at

discrete points in the semiconductor. The charge transfer mechanism is discussed

in detail in Section 2.2 . In Section 2.3, the operation of the CCD sampler cell that

forms the core of the S/Hs is explained. Finally, the operation of the input stage of

the CCD is described in Section 2.4

2.2. Charge Transfer Mechanism in CCDs

If the gate voltage of an MOS capacitor is greater than its threshold voltage,

inversion charge builds up in the channel formed in the substrate under the gate.

If an array of MOS capacitors is built such that the gates are placed adjacent to

each other and in close proximity, the inversion charge stored under one gate can be

transferred to the adjacent gate by suitably manipulating the gate voltages. This

forms the basis of the charge transfer mechanism in a CCD.

Fig. 2.1 is used to study the charge transfer mechanism in greater detail.

Fig. 2.1(a) shows a four-phase clocking system that is used to manipulate and trans-

fer the charge from one gate to another in a CCD. The cross-section of a CCD is

shown in Fig. 2.1(b). The gates of the CCD have been labeled Gi G6 for clarity.
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Figure 2.1. Charge transfer operation in a CCD showing (a) the four-phase clocking
system, (b) presence of inversion charge under gates Gi, G4 and G5, and, (c)-(g)
the transfer of charge between the potential wells formed in the channel.



In Figs. 2.1(c)-(g), the flow of charge is described by means of surface potentials

under the CCD gates. Note that the surface potential is proportional to the applied

gate overdrive voltage (VG-VTH). In Figs. 2.1(c)-(g), the y-axis has been inverted

so that the surface potential is positive downward. This has been done to illustrate

the confinement and transfer of charge from one potential well to another. It is now

easy to visualize the flow of electrons from a shallow potential well (region of low

surface potential) to deep potential well (region of high surface potential).

Since drift mechanisms are responsible for the charge transfer in CCDs, the

charge transfer is studied during the voltage transitions of the clocks q5l q4. At

the instant t=t1, the clocks 1 and q54 are high, while q2 and q53 remain low. At

this point, inversion charge is present under gates Gi, G4 and G5, as shown in

Fig. 2.1(b). The surface potential under these gates is, therefore, higher than under

the gates G2, G3 and G6. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.1(c).

Now, at instant t=t2, q52 begins to go high, while q54 begins to go low. As

a result, the surface potential under the gates G2 and G6 begins to increase, while

the potential under G4 begins to reduce. The inversion charge which was intially

confined to the channel under Gi, now begins to flow into the channel under G2,

as shown in Fig. 2.1(d). A similar action takes place under gates G5 and G6. Since

the potential under G4 has reduced, the inversion charge under G4 flows out into

the channel under G5 which is at a higher surface potential. Therefore, the charge

now flows from gate G4 to gate G5 and finally towards gate G6.

Once ç2 goes high and 4 goes low, the charge transfer process is completed

and the charge is confined to the regions under gates G1-G2 and G5-G6, as shown

in Fig. 2.1(e).
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At instant t=t4, q5l begins to go low and 3 starts to go high. In the manner

described above, and shown in Fig. 2.1(f), the charge packets are transferred from

gate Gi to gate G2 and finally towards gate G3, and also from gate G4 to gate G6.

The charge transfer is complete and the charge packets are now confined to

the gates G2-G3 and gate G6 at instant t=t5. This is shown in Fig. 2.1(g).

A four-phase clocking system has been used to describe the operation of

the CCD in Fig. 2.1. The advantage of the four-phase clocking system is that the

direction of charge transfer can be controlled. If the desired direction of charge

flow is from left to right in Fig. 2.1, then the four-phase clocking system ensures

that there is no possibility of the charge flowing backwards from right to left at any

instant during the CCD operation. This can be seen in the surface potential diagram

of Fig. 2.1(d). At the instant when 4 is going low, the charge under gate G4 is

forced out to the adjacent regions. The channel under gate G3, which is connected

to the clock q53, is not inverted, and charge cannot flow into this region. However,

gate G5, driven by the clock 1, is held high, and the deep potential well under G5

attracts the electrons from gate G4. Thus, a unidirectional flow of charge is ensured

in the CCD.

2.3. CCD Sampler Operation

To describe the operation of the basic CCD sampler, the sampler layout

shown in Fig. 2.2 is used. In Fig. 2.2, the active region is indicated by the dotted

lines. Alternate layers of polyl and poly2 are placed over the active region. The

polyi layer is indicated by the lightly shaded region, while the dark outlined box

indicates the poly2 layer. Contacts are made to the active region, and clock signals
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(1 q4), reference voltage (Vreí) and input signals (Vcm, V_) are applied

to the sampler cell as shown in Fig. 2.2.

This layout can be represented in a schematic form by the circuit shown in

Fig. 2.3. The polyl-gated transistor is represented by the standard MOS transistor

symbol in Fig. 2.3, and the poly2-gated transistor is represented by the thick gate

transistor. The overlapping four-phase clocking system that is used in the operation

of the CCD samplers is also shown in Fig. 2.3.

To understand the operation of the CCD sampler cell, we refer to Fig. 2.4,

which shows the cross-section of the CCD sampler. A fixed charge packet enters the

CCD by means of a modified potential equilibrium method referred to as fill and

spill. This packet of charge may be thought of as a bias charge, similar to 4j,8 in

a differential pair, and its value is determined by the input common-mode voltage

VCM. In a CCD sampler, the charge packet is discrete, and moves from well to

well by means of drift currents. Electric fields between wells cause drift current to

push charge from well to well at very high speeds. When the bias charge packet

reaches the well beneath the gate clocked by 2, it must then decide which path to

take. Based on the unequal channel resistance seen beneath gates V+ and Vm_, two

charge packets will be formed proportional to the differential input voltage, similar

to the operation in a differential pair. The charge packets are already discrete in

nature, and it is at this point that sampling takes place. There are various factors

that influence the quality of sampling, and these will be discussed in detail in the

next section. From this point, the sample charge packets are eventually forced to

the last well of the CCD where they are pushed over the barrier gates held at a

constant voltage Vre. The output diffusion areas must be held at or near VDD so

that electrons from the output diffusion areas are not forced back into the CCDs.
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Figure 2.4. Cross-sectional view of CCD sampler cell.

2.4. Fill and Spill Input Stage

The input stage of the CCD structure discussed above is sometimes referred

to as a fill and spill arrangement [4]. Figure 2.5 shows the surface potentials for the

cross-sectional representation of a CCD input stage at various times. Let each gate

shown in Fig. 2.5(a) have its threshold voltage defined as Vthl, Vth2, etc. The input

diffusion is strongly reverse-biased, and a potential well is depicted in Fig. 2.5(b)

beneath the diffusion to indicate that the diffusion acts as a sink and prevents

inversion beneath the adjacent gate. The diffusion potential well is filled to the level

of 2çbF + VD, which is the threshold of strong inversion for a MOS gate adjacent

to a diffusion biased at VD. Thus, a gate with a deeper potential well will become

inverted, while one with a shallower potential well will not. This can be visualized

from Fig. 2.5, where we can say that electrons will "spill over" into a deeper potential

well to fill it with inversion charge. Note that in this illustration, the charge is a

representation of the charge density at a given location. In reality, all the charge
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transfer takes place almost completely at the surface of the device, near the silicon-

dioxide interface.

VR Vi(t)

VD IVGI IVG2 t'i

(a) Ji 2 3

p-substrate

- ____________________

J

4sL

(c)
I

- sL

(d) s

Figure 2.5. Surface potential diagrams demonstrating the fill and spill input method.

In Fig. 2.5(c), we want inversion charge beneath both gates 1 and 2. So, VD

must satisfy the condition

2qF+VD<q31 (2.1)
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The upper limit on VD, therefore, is

VD <c5si 2cF = VDmax (2.2)

Since we do not want inversion below gate 3 (clocked by we must also

VD > sL = VDmin (2.3)

Hence, for the desired operation, we must ensure that VDmin <VD <VDmaz.

Fig. 2.5(d) shows the surface potential diagram when VD is raised to a large

positive voltage. At this point, the electrons under gate 1 are attracted to the

diffusion region. The electrons under gate 2, however, will not move to a lower

potential under gate 1 to eventually reach a higher potential at the diffusion. Thus,

charge remains trapped under the gate, and its value is given by

Qn2 = COX[(VG2 Vth2) (Vai Vh1)] Qbias (2.4)

If i and VD are clocked together, then Qt1i can be transferred downstream

immediately upon generation, as shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.2.

This input method can also be explained and further analyzed by using an

equivalent transistor model shown by Fig. 2.6. The first two gates of the CCD are

replaced by an equivalent transistor (one gate may also be used for Vref as long

as polyi borders the diffusion area) and the well beneath is replaced by an

equivalent capacitor. Since a MOSFET is symmetrical in structure, and its source

and drain are identified by its DC bias conditions, it can be shown that since the

operation here is large-signal, the nodes of the input transistor and the current

reverse between the fill and spill modes. Also, it can be shown, that during both
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modes, the transistor begins in saturation, even though the current and nodes are

reversed.

Fill mode

Vref

__I__
Vi=Vcm-Vth

Cdep

Vss

Spill mode

Vref

VDD

____r Vi=Vss

Ids
Cdep

Vcm-Vth Vref-Vth

Idsf

I

I Saturation Non-Sat i
Vss Vref-Vth

May enter
I Time

Spill Mode 'Reverse"

anytime after Saturation

this point

Fill mode Spill mode

Figure 2.6. Transistor model of fill and spill input.

The transistor equivalent in the fill mode begins with an initial drain voltage

of V-Vjh, which is assumed to be greater than VrefVth, and since V6f-Vth is greater

than Vss, the transistor is in saturation. The transistor remains in saturation until

the drain becomes less than VefVth, wherein the transistor enters the triode region

and stops conducting current as the drain reaches Vss. In the spill mode, it is easy
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to see that VDD is greater than VrefVth, so the transistor will always be in saturation

as long as it is on, and will conduct current in the saturation mode until the source

reaches VrefVth, whereupon it abruptly enters cutoff. It is at this point that Q,,j8 is

formed. Usually, the transistor entering non-saturation, as it does in the fill mode,

might be troublesome and add long delays, but for the purpose of developing a bias

charge, it can be shown that the time the transistor is in triode is inconsequential,

and the spill mode may be entered anytime after the potential on Cdep reaches Vref

Vh. In Fig. 2.6, we have not shown the next gate that is clocked identically to the

diffusion area. Since there will be some finite Vth for this gate, it can be assumed

that the surface potential beneath this gate will always be slightly lagging that of

the diffusion area. Thus, it can be shown that the spill mode is completed before a

well is formed beneath this gate to move Qbias forward in the CCD structure.
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3. CCD SAMPLE AND HOLD IMPLEMENTATION

3.1. Introduction

To be an effective alternative to traditional CMOS S/H designs, the CCD

samplers must be cost effective and be realizable in standard CMOS processes. This

work was implemented using TSMC's O.35pm double-poly 4-metal CMOS process.

A number of design rules were modified to design the sampler cells poiy2 layers

were placed over active regions, and polyl and poly2 were placed adjacent to other.

Since the poiy2 gates have a higher threshold voltage than the polyl gates, they act

as barrier gates and the polyl gates act as storage gates.

Since this is the first work of its kind using a standard CMOS process, a

number of different S/H topologies have been proposed. The basic CCD sampler

cell, as shown in Fig. 2.2, is used to study the charge transfer mechanism and quantify

its sampling properties.

3.2. CCD Array 1

The output charge of a single CCD sampler cell is expected to be small, and

difficult to process. To ensure that the output charge is much higher than the noise

floor, a CCD array has been formed using a parallel combination of the basic CCD

sampler cell. As shown in Fig. 3.1, the array is laid out in two columns of 32 sampler

cells, with dummy cells on either end. The dummy cells have been incorporated for

better matching properties [5]. The input and clock signals are not applied to the

dummy cells. The 64 individual sampler cells function independent of each other.

The layout of the basic sampler cell has been shown in Fig. 2.2. The reason for using
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multiple cells instead of one large cell is to keep the lateral distance that the charge

has to travel to a minimum. Any layout mismatches will be averaged out, and the

thermal noise will be reduced by a factor of the oversampling ratio (OSR) if both

factors are completely uncorrelated from one cell to the next.

Vin +
Vin-

Vref
Vcm

'1 1 -44

1

------ _J

Figure 3.1. CCD array 1 consists of 64 parallel sampler cells.
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Qout +
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3/2 CIk
Period Delay
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Figure 3.2. CCD array 2 oversamples 4 times, and provides unique outputs each
clock cycle.
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3.3. CCD Array 2

A CCD array has also been constructed to test various aspects of the over-

sampling theory. As shown in Fig. 3.2, the array consists of 64 individual samplers,

but divided into 4 units of 16 parallel samplers. Each sampler samples the input

charge one-half clock cycle after the other. Additional delays are incorporated di-

rectly into the CCD devices by adding extra storage and barrier gates to ensure

that all charge is released simultaneously despite unique sampling times. The input

signal is thus oversampled 4 times, and provides a unique output every clock cycle.

This technique is not restricted to an oversampling ration (OSR) of 4, but can be

extended as long as the CCDs may be extended.

Since the CCDs operate on discrete charge packets, it is easy to incorporate

delays of fractional or multiple clock cycles into the cells. This can be achieved by

introducing extra gates between the input signal and the output bus. Fig. 3.3 shows

how the delay elements are easily added into the devices. The only limitations to

the number of delay elements are the additional area and the charge loss due to

transfer inefficiency.

3.4. Layout Implementation of CCD Cells

The O.35m CMOS TSMC double-poly process enables the use of poly2 as a

CCD gate. The poly2 layer is normally used in the design of capacitors and resistors,

and is not meant to act as a gate oxide. Its use over the active regions is a design rule

violation, and therefore custom DRC and LVS rules have to be written to recognize

these cells. To ensure that there is no gap between adjacent polyl and poly2 gates,

they are allowed to overlap with each other.
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Figure 3.3. CCD sampler cell with added clock delays.
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Qout+

Qout-

Fig. 3.4 shows the layout of the basic CCD sampler cell. In Fig. 3.5, the

outputs of 2 parallel CCD sampler cells are combined together, and this is extended

to 64 parallel CCD cells in CCD array 1, the layout of which is shown in Fig. 3.6.

As mentioned earlier, CCD array 2 has been designed to test the effectiveness of

oversampling in CCD S/H performance. Figure 3.7 shows the layout of a portion of

CCD array 2, wherein the addition of discrete delays in the CCD samplers is shown.

As explained in the previous section and illustrated in Fig. 3.3, discrete delays may

be added in the CCD sampler cell by introducing extra gates between the input gate

and the output diffusion. These extra gates have been indicated in Fig. 3.7. This

scheme is expanded to form CCD array 2 as shown in Fig. 3.8.

When the 64 samplers are arranged in two columns of 32 samplers each, the

length of the array from one end of the array to the other is 700gm. Therefore,

the poiyi and poly2 gates present a significant capacitive load to the clock buffers
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Figure 3.5. Layout of a portion of CCD array 1 showing the parallel combination of
basic CCD sampler cells.
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Figure 3.7. Layout of a portion of CCD array 2 showing the addition of delays in
the basic CCD sampler cells.
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(2OpF), and this results in a clock skew between the top and bottom samplers.

To avoid this, the clock bus runs along the sides of the sampler cells, as shown in

Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.8, and the clock signals are at the top and bottom of the CCD

array. Additionally, the clock signal lines are routed into the sampler at regular

intervals. This ensures that there is no skew in the sampling instant in the samplers

placed in the same array.

3.5. Digital Clock Buffers

The CCD samplers are clocked using overlapping four phase clocks. The

clocks are supplied externally. Since the gates of the multiple CCD arrays combine

to create very large capacitive loads, large tapered digital buffers are required to

drive the CCDs [6]. The buffers have been sized according to the respective CCD

blocks they have to drive, and they have been designed for a clocking frequency of

20MHz.
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4. CCD SAMPLE AND HOLD CHIP ARCHITECTURE

4.1. Introduction

The CCD-based S/Hs have to be tested for both linearity and speed perfor-

mance. The output charge can be converted to a voltage using a capacitor, and

the resulting voltage can be analyzed to study the S/H performance. A switched

capacitor amplifier integrator has been used to study the performance of the S/Hs

at high speeds and a LE ADC has been used to measure the linearity of the S/H at

low signal speeds. The bandwidth of the components of the output stages (opamps,

buffers etc.) will be the limiting factor in the S/H performance.

4.2. Switched Capacitor Amplifier

A switched capacitor amplifier (SCA) with resetable integrating capacitors,

shown in Fig. 4.1, is used to evaluate the performance of CCD arrays 1 and 2 at high

input signal frequencies. Charge packets from the CCD S/H blocks are converted to

voltage by integrating the charge packets across the feedback capacitors. The reset

switches across the integrating capacitors prevent the amplifier from saturating.

The clocking of the reset switches depends on the input signal and CCD clocking

frequencies and the common-mode value and the swing of the input voltage. During

the integrating phase, 5 is low and q6 is high, and the charge packets from the CCD

S/Hs are converted to a voltage form and driven off-chip by the buffers. During the

reset phase, 5 is high, thereby resetting the integrating capacitors. Since the CCD

outputs are biased near 3.3V, the switches driven by 5 and 6 are implemented

using transmission gates.
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Figure 4.1. Switched capacitOr amplifier schematic.

The outputs of the CCDs are required to be biased near VDD. Therefore, the

opamp must accommodate both a biased input and a differential input. To minimize

the 1/f noise due to the opamp input transistors, PMOS transistors are preferred to

NMOS ones. A dual telescopic amplifier, with PMOS input gates, was used. The

telescopic opamp was preferred over other architectures, like the folded-cascode,

because it can be designed to provide higher gain and speed. The non-dominant

pole in a telescopic opamp is at a higher frequency than the non-dominant pole of

a folded-cascode opamp, if both opamps are designed for similar gain and power

specifications. The noise properties in the telescopic opamp are also superior to

that of the folded cascode opamp [7]. The telescopic opamp suffers from voltage
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swing limitations at the input and output nodes. However, since the CCD outputs

are expected to be around 3.3V, and a 5V power supply is used for the opamp and

buffers, the issue of input and output swing limitations do not arise.

The schematic of the telescopic amplifier is shown in Fig. 4.2. The amplifier

was designed with a DC gain of 60dB and an open-loop bandwidth of 160MHz

(Cjd=6pF). A class-A buffer amplifier, in a unity-gain configuration, was used

to drive the off-chip capacitances (d5pF) and low-resistance loads (5K1l). The

performance of the buffer must be better than all other circuitry so that a true

picture of the CCD performance can be obtained. A class-A amplifier has been

chosen for its large bandwidth and low-distortion performance. The bandwidth of

the amplifier is in excess of 100MHz and the spurious free dynamic range (SFDR)

at the output is 70dB. The buffer has been designed to drive a load of 2OpF and

source a 3mA current. The schematic of the unity gain buffer is shown in Fig. 4.3. A

switch is provided at the input of the buffers to ensure that the output pads are never

directly connected to the CCD output diffusions when the integrating capacitors are

being reset.

The design was targeted for a signal to noise ratio (SNR) of 72dB and a

linearity of 84dB below the fundamental with a maximum input frequency of 10MHz.

The signal to noise ratio of the CCD samplers with a SCA at the output is:

SNR OSRCNT/ (4.1)

where Cd is the depletion capacitance, N refers to the desired resolution (in bits),

k is Boltzmann's constant and T refers to the temperature (in °K)

Fig. 4.4 shows that for a l4bit SNR, the feedback capacitors must be greater

than 2.3pF to suppress thermal noise. 9pF capacitors were chosen for the design to
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Vout-

Figure 4.2. Telescopic amplifier used in the design of the SCA.

Vin

'I,

4M6

Figure 4.3. A unity-gain buffer used at the outputs of the SCA.
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Figure 4.4. kT/C capacitor requirements.

correspond with 15 bits noise performance. The integrating capacitors have been

designed as a capacitor bank across the input and output terminals of the opamp.

4.3. LE ADO

A second-order z ADC has been used to test the linearity performance of

the CCD S/H blocks at low signal frequencies. The ADC architecture has been

shown in in Fig. 4.5.

In the zE ADC architecture proposed by Boser [8], the role of the input

capacitors is to sample the input signal during one clock phase, and sample the

reference voltage during the other clock phase. Also, the difference between the

input signal and the reference voltage is converted to charge using the front-end

sampling capacitors. Since the CCD S/Hs sample the input signal directly, they can

replace the front-end capacitors in the modified ADC structure shown in Fig. 4.5.
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As shown in Fig. 4.5, the reference voltage is applied to the bottom plates of the

feedback capacitors. By the application of a suitable reference voltage, negative

feedback can be applied at the inputs of the opamp in the first stage of the ADC.

As indicated in Fig. 4.5, the CCD output gates are clocked by 4 and the feedback

is clocked by q5.

+
LL IL
w LU
ft ft> >

it5.V1 }-5.V2

LI..
w
ft>

+
U.. IL
LU LU
ft ft> >

LL IL
LU LU

LU ft ft
ft > >>

45

I-15.V2

F- 45.V 1

Figure 4.5. Second order E ADC setup.
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Once the input charge packets have been sampled, they are transferred to the

second stage of the ADC by the clock q56. At this stage, the signal is in the voltage

domain, and the second stage shown in Fig. 4.5 is similar to that proposed in [8].

The telescopic opamp, shown in Fig. 4.2, was used in the design of the in-

tegrators. The reference voltages used in both stages of the ADC have been kept

separate to allow greater flexibility in the testing of the ADC.

4.4. Chip Floor-Plan

The floor-plan of the CCD-based sample & hold chip is shown in Fig. 4.6.

The digital circuitry (buffers and controls) and the CCD structures have been im-

plemented using 3.3V transistors. The outputs of the CCD S/Hs are expected to be

close to 3.3V. Therefore, 5V transistors were used to implement the output stages

(switched capacitor amplifier and L ADC). The digital buffers have been designed

according to the capacitive loads rendered by the CCD gates. Since CCDs operate

using a charge transfer mechanism, they are extremely sensitive to substrate noise.

As the clocking frequency increases, the noise injected by the buffers will degrade

the sampling performance. Guard rings have been placed around the buffers and the

CCDs to reduce noise injection. Also, on-chip digital controls ensure that, during

operation, only one buffer is on. To ensure that the output of the CCD block under

test does not leak into the output diffusion regions of the other CCD blocks, the

Vrei signal is allowed to reach only the desired block. Ideally, the output charge

should be allowed a straight path to the next processing stage. Since the CCDs are

unity-gain devices, any additional path at the outputs of the S/H blocks will lead

to charge loss, and therefore, reduced sampling resolution.
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Figure 4.6. CCD S/H chip floorplan.
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The layout of the S/H test chip is shown in Fig. 4.7. As shown in Fig. 4.7,

the power supplies are located at the top of the die. The input signal and CCD

clock pads are located on the right side of the die. The control and reference voltage

pads are located at the bottom of the die, and the output pads are located on the

left side.

The die photo of the CCD-based S/H chip is shown in Fig. 4.8. The dark

area covering the CCD S/Hs and the SCA/ADC opamps is metal4 that was placed

to meet the area fill requirements of the CMOS process.
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5. MEASURED RESULTS

5.1. Introduction
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The S/H chip has been designed to provide information about the sampling

capabilities of CCD-based S/Hs in terms of speed and linearity. The test structures

are expected to provide information about the use of poiy2 as transistor gate.

5.2. Test Structures

Two test structures, a polyi-poiy2-polyi CCD transistor and a poiy2 tran-

sistor, have been fabricated to generate some basic data about the use of poly2 as

a transistor gate. The cross-sections of the test structures are shown in Fig. 5.1. In

the TSMC O.35m CMOS process, the poiy2 layer resides 300nm above the poiyi

layers.

The CCD transistor has been fabricated to verify if alternately overlapping

layers of poiyi and poly2 behave as a transistor. The gates overlap each other just

as in the case of the CCD S/Hs. This structure was probed using a semiconductor

parameter analyzer to determine its threshold voltage and plot its I-V characteristics.

To determine the threshold voltage, the gate and drain of the transistor are

connected together. A plot is obtained of the /J versus VGS, where 'D represents

the drain current of the transistor and VGS refers to the gate-source voltage, and also

of g versus VGS, where g is the transconductance of the device. The threshold

voltage is determined by the x-intercept of the tangent drawn on the i%/i curve at

the point where the value of g is maximum. This is illustrated in the measurement

of the threshold voltage for the CCD transistor (Fig. 5.2).
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Figure 5.1. Cross-section of the test structures fabricated on the test chip.
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Figure 5.2. Measurement of the threshold voltage of the CCD transistor shown in
Fig. 5.1(a).
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Figure 5.3. JDS-VDS characteristics of the CCD transistor shown in Fig. 5.1(a).

Fig. 5.2 shows that the CCD transistor has a threshold voltage of 2.16V,

which is primarily determined by the poly2 gate and the overlap capacitance between

the poiyi and poiy2 layers. The I-V characteristics shown in Fig. 5.3 confirm that

overlapping layers of polyl and poly2 combine to behave like a transistor.

To measure the threshold voltage of the poly2 transistor, the gate and drain

of the transistor are connected together, and /i is plotted against VGS. A tangent

is drawn to to the linear portion of the curve, and the threshold voltage is deter-

mined by the x-intercept of this tangent. Two different samples were used for the

measurements.

From the data obtained from the measurements on sample 1, a plot of /7j

and ID versus VGS was obtained, as shown in Fig. 5.4. In Fig. 5.5, a tangent has been
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Figure 5.4. Plot of /ii.j and 'D versus V5 for the poiy2 transistor shown in
Fig. 5.1(b) obtained from measurements performed on sample chip 1.
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Figure 5.5. Determination of the threshold voltage of the poly2 traiisistor shown in
Fig. 5.1(b) from the data obtained from Fig. 5.4.
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Figure 5.6. Plot of and 'D versus VGS for the poiy2 transistor shown in
Fig. 5.1(b) obtained from measurements performed on sample chip 2.
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Figure 5.7. Determination of the threshold voltage of the poiy2 transistor shown in
Fig. 5.1(b) from the data obtained from Fig. 5.6.
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Figure 5.8. IDS-VDS characteristics of the poiy2 transistor shown in Fig. 5.1(b).

drawn to the linear portion of the plot of /i versus VGS, and the threshold voltage

was determined to be -O.3V. The measurements performed on sample 2 resulted

in the plots of /i and 'D versus Vs shown in Fig. 5.6. This data was used to

calculate the threshold voltage of the poiy2 transistor test structure on sample 2.

As shown in Fig. 5.7, the threshold voltage of the poiy2 transistor was evaluated to

be -O.377V.

In Fig. 5.8, the I-V characteristics of the poly2 transistor are evaluated. This

shows that the poiy2 transistor appears to like a standard MOS transistor.
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5.3. S/H Performance

The CCD S/H arrays 3 and 4 have been tested for their performance using a

switched capacitor amplifier. An off-chip opamp was used to convert the differential

signal to a single-ended signal. Fig. 5.9 shows the output spectrum for an input

signal at 4.7kHz. The size of the capacitor bank across the SCA opamp and the

voltage levels of the opamp input common-mode voltage and the CCD S/H reference

have been adjusted so as to eliminate the second harmonic component of the input

signal in the output. Since the third harmonic of the input signal is not visible, it

may be assumed that the noise floor is at a higher level than the third harmonic.

The performance of CCD arrays 3 and 4 with an input signal at 10.1kHz is shown

in Fig. 5.10 and Fig. 5.11, respectively.

7.5k 10k 12.5k 15k 17.5k 20k 22.5k

Hz

Figure 5.9. Output spectrum for CCD Array3: f2=4.7kHz, fd=10MHz,
V2=2.6V+0.4Vpp, C2=7.5F.
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Figure 5.10. Output spectrum for CCD Array3: f1=10.1kHz, f=12.5MHz,
V2=2.6V+0.4Vpp, C2=5.5pF.

Figs. 5.9-5.11 show that the spurious free dynamic range (SFDR) obtained at

the output is 54dB. In Fig. 5.10 and Fig. 5.11, we see that the second harmonic of the

input signal has been eliminated. It can be assumed, therefore, that with the proper

combination of the integrating capacitor bank size, voltage levels of Vre and VCM

and the frequency at which the integrating opamp is reset, it is possible to suppress

the second harmonic in the output spectrum of the continuous-time integrator.

The measurements were performed with an input signal swing of 0.4V,. Usu-

ally, a better SFDR can be obtained for lower input voltage swings. In the present

implementation, the minimum voltage input swing was limited by an impedance

mismatch seen by the input voltage and the coupling of the clock signal with the

input voltage signal. When the input signal was plotted on the oscilloscope, one of
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Figure 5.11. Output spectrum for CCD Array3: f2=1O.1kHz, fCCd=1OMHz,
V2=2.6V+O.4Vpp, C=6.5pF.

the input differential signals was seen to have a bigger amplitude than the other.

This mismatch seems to have been caused due to unequal impedances on the test

board in the paths of the input signals. As shown in Fig. 2.2, the splitting gate lies

next to the gates which are connected to the input signal. The clock signal which

drives the splitting gate couples with the input signal through the poly2-polyi over-

lap capacitance. The result is that a clock signal appears superimposed on the input

sinusoidal signal. This coupling can be removed if a low-pass RC filter can be placed

close to the input pins on the test board. However, the setup of the test board used

to test the S/Hs prevents the insertion of an RC filter near the input signal pins of

the CCD chip.
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5.4. S/H Linearity Measurements

The E ADC architecture, shown in Fig. 4.5, was designed to test the lin-

earity performance of the CCD S/Hs at low signal frequencies.

The first stage of the ADC has been reproduced in Fig. 5.12. The input

nodes of the opamp, A and B, are left floating because a DC bias voltage could not

be applied to the nodes. Consequently, the state of the ADC could not be reset

and the quantizer remained latched in its initial state. Therefore, the output of the

quantizer tracks its driving clock (q54).
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Figure 5.12. First stage of the Lx>I ADC setup showing the floating input nodes, A
and B, of the opamp.
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One way to bias the input nodes of the opamp in the first stage of the ADC is

shown in Fig. 5.13. When clocks 6 is high, the DC bias is applied to the input nodes

of the opamp. Once clock q54 go high, and both q55 and q56 are low, the CCD charge

packets are converted into a voltage form by integrating them over the capacitors

Cl and C2, and a differential voltage, that is biased to the required DC level, is

applied to the inputs of the opamp. Finally, when the clock q56 is high, the negative

feedback is activated. In this modified scheme, the DC bias can be set externally

and the ADC can be used to test the linearity of the CCD S/Hs.
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Figure 5.13. An alternate structure for the first stage of the ADC which allows
the DC biasing of the input nodes of the opamp.



6. ISSUES IN CCD-BASED SAMPLE & HOLD DESIGN

6.1. Introduction

The preceding sections have discussed the fundamental operation of charge

transfer devices and the design of CCD-based samplers. So far, the discussion as-

sumed ideal conditions were present, and non-idealities were ignored. However,

there are serious issues that need to be looked at while designing CCD-based cir-

cuits. Some of these topics are discussed below.

6.2. Use of Poly2 in CCD Samplers

- Poly2 is used to fabricate capacitors and resistors, and is not used as a tran-

sistor gate. Technologies supporting a second poly layer do not guarantee its yield

when it is used over the active regions to form a transistor gate. Consequently, the

threshold-voltages under the poly2 gates may vary between different gates in the

same sampler cell, and between different sampler cells in the same S/H block. This

is borne out from the measurements of the threshold voltage of the poly2 transistor

test structure from two different samples. This variation in the threshold voltage is

the biggest source of mismatch error in the design of CCD-based circuits in CMOS

processes [9].

6.3. Non-depleted Charge Transfer

The operation of the basic CCD sampler has been discussed earlier. The

role of the common-mode voltage VCM is to establish the bias charge which will
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Figure 6.1. Non-depleted charge transfer between the CCD gates when (a) both
and q5 are low, (b) cb is clocked high and c2 remains low, and (c) q5 becomes low
and 2 is clocked high.
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be transferred to the splitting gate by means of the clocks c5i and c52 However,

since this VCM is a DC voltage that is continuously applied, some charge will always

remain underneath the applied gate. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.1 where the surface

potential underneath the gates are used to relate to the charges held by a gate. The

shaded portions merely represent inversion charges stored in the potential well under

a gate, and do not refer to either the size of the charge packet or the potential well.

As shown in Fig. 6.1 (a), the bias charge has accumulated under the VCM gate, and

is waiting to be transferred forward to the splitting gate. When q is clocked high,

as shown in Fig. 6.1(b), a potential well is formed underneath the gate, and the bias

charge is now shared between the two gates. After q52 turns on and q5i is turned off,

as indicated in Fig. 6.1(c), all the charge under the q5 gate is transferred forward.

However, some bias charge, proportional to the difference between q5 and VCM is left

behind under the VCM gate. When fresh bias charge is transferred under the VCM

gate, it adds to the charge that was left behind from the previous operation. In this

manner, the bias charge begins to accumulate under the VCM gate until it reaches

a saturation point. After this point, the size of the bias charge that is transferred

to the splitting gate is less than what was intended, and this directly affects the

resolution of the sampler because the size of the bias charge packet does not remain

the same during various instances of the sampling process [9].

The non-depleted charge transfer is a particular feature of the sampler archi-

tecture used in the design of the CCD samplers presented earlier. Other sampler

architectures which do not face this problem can be used in the design of CCD S/Hs.
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6.4. Impact of Clock Rise and Fall Times on Sampler Operation

The digital buffers driving the CCDs were designed for the capacitive gate

loads that they had to drive. The buffers see different loads during rise and fall times

of the clock. When a CCD gate is being turned on, there is no charge underneath

the gate. Therefore, the load on the buffers is minimal, and the rise times are very

small. However, when a gate is being turned off, the entire channel charge present

underneath the gate has to be flushed out. Therefore, the load on the buffers consists

of all the gate oxides in the CCD S/H. This increased load leads to much greater

fall times, as compared to the rise times.

The fall time plays an important role in the differential operation of the CCD

samplers. If the fall time is too short, then the charge under the splitting gate does

not have sufficient time to split and move towards the output bus. But, if the fall

time is large, then the complete charge under the splitting gate will move towards

the low-impedance channel, which is the gate tied to the positive differential voltage.

Thus, the sampler will not function in a differential manner [9].

To overcome the problem of unequal clock rise and fall times, the capacitive

load posed by the CCD gates should be calculated and used in the design of the

clock buffers.

6.5. Loss of Output Charge

The CCD S/Hs are unity-gain blocks, and since the output charge is a mea-

sure of the input voltages, it is important to insure that there is no leakage of the

output charge. Therefore, the paths from the CCD S/Hs to the output stage must

be as short as possible. Also, switches must not be placed in the path of the output
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charge as some charge will be lost when it flows into the diffusion regions of the

transistors. Any parasitic resistance or capacitance that is not in the direct signal

path of the charge packets will lead to gain and offset errors. If there are switches

in the signal path, the non-uniform channel resistance will result in distortion of the

output signal.

There is no way to avoid the loss of output charge once the charge packets

are taken outside the substrate. However, this loss can be minimized by insuring

that there are no transistor diffusions in the path of the charge packets.

6.6. Charge Transfer Inefficiency

There are two important factors contributing to charge transfer inefficiency

[4]. At high clock frequencies, there is insufficient time available for complete charge

transfer. At slower clock frequencies, the efficiency is limited by the charge which is

captured by the interface states and is not released in time to be transferred to the

next stage.

It is good idea to quantify the charge transfer efficiency of the technology used

to fabricate the CCDs. This can be easily done by using a linear CCD. A source-

follower output stage can be used and the transfer efficiency can be determined for

various clock rates [4].

6.7. Impact of Jitter on S/H Performance

For high-speed and high-resolution circuits, the jitter requirements are very

stringent. To an extent, oversampling relaxes the jitter requirements. The charge
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transfer efficiency of a CCD decreases at very high clocking frequencies, and this

may limit the oversampling ratio for a given signal frequency and desired resolution.

It has been suggested that if n parallel samplers are clocked independently,

and assuming their jitters are uncorrelated, the output jitter can be reduced by/i

Such an arrangement would result in an increase in the number of digital buffers

driving the CCD samplers, and can degrade the performance of the S/Hs by injecting

more digital noise into the substrate.

6.8. Substrate Noise Coupling Effects

Since CCDs process charge packets in the substrate, it is expected that sub-

strate noise from the digital blocks might affect the sampler performances. In the

case of depleted charge transfer devices, the coupled substrate noise, if any, will be

transferred along with the signal charge packets. This will result in offset errors at

the output. However, in the case of non-depleted charge transfer, distortion errors

will also result.

A good way to reduce substrate coupling effects is to build a guard ring

around the CCD cells and keep the digital circuitry, especially the clock buffers, a

substantial distance away from the CCDs.
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7. CONCLUSION

The design of CCD-based sample and holds using standard CMOS processes

has been presented. The charge-transfer mechanism in the CCDs and the operation

of the CCD sampler have been explained. The "fill and spill" input stage, particular

to the CCDs designed for this work, has also been discussed. Various S/Hs have

been built using the basic CCD sampler, and their outputs have been analyzed using

a switched capacitor amplifier and a zi ADC.

The switched capacitor amplifier has been used to test the operation of the

CCDs for high-speed performance. The CCD S/Hs achieved an SFDR of 54dB for

an input signal V2=2.6+O.4V at f2=1O.1kHz. The ADC, however, could not

be tested. The quantizer remained latched in its initial state, and it could not be

reset. As a result, it was not possible to measure the linearity of the CCD S/Hs at

low signal frequencies.

A comparison of the performance of the CCD-based S/Hs presented in this

work and the gated-gm sampler [2] is presented in Table 7.1. The SFDR of the

gated-gm sampler is expected to be lower if it used an input signal with a higher

amplitude [2]. The resolution of the CCD-based S/H was limited by the noise floor.

The setup of the test board did not permit high frequency measurements on the S/H

chip. In the CCD-based S/H, the S/Hs were formed by the parallel combination of

the basic CCD sampler cell. Consequently, the clock buffers have to drive a higher

capacitive load, resulting in a higher power consumption for the CCD S/H.

Due to the lack of circuit models for CCD structures, the simulation and

estimation of the CCD performance is difficult. A CCD circuit model, which can he

used in simulators like Cadence and Mentor, is required if CCDs are to be integrated
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Parameter CCD-based S/H (this work) Gated-gm sampler [21

Technology 0.35pm CMOS 2izm CMOS/CCD

SFDR 54dB

at 400mVpp and f2=10kHz

72dB

at lOOmVpp f2=320.25MHz

Clock Rate 10MHz 160MHz

Power (core) -..'3.2mW '-'1.6mW

Table 7.1. Performance comparison of the CCD-S/H versus gated-gm sampler.

with large IC systems. The CCDs described in this work operate by transferring

electrons from one well to the other. A complementary CCD can be built that uses

holes as the majority carrier, and its speed and linearity performance can be charac-

terized. As mentioned earlier, the problems arising out of the use of the poly2 layer

in the CCDs causes mismatch errors in the S/H blocks and limits its performance.

Also, the CCD sampler architecture lends itself nicely to open-loop configurations,

but negative feedback systems are difficult to realize with the present S/H struc-

ture. Thus, the samplers described can be used to achieve moderate resolutions

(8-10 bits) at high speeds. CCD samplers consume much less power compared to

standard CMOS, and if the use of a second poly layer over the active regions can be

standardized, CCDs can be used extensively in the design of very high-speed and

ultra low-power communication systems.
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APPENDICES



APPENDIX A. Layout dimensions of CCD sampler designed in the
TSMC O.35i double-poly CMOS process.
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APPENDIX B. Schematic of the opamp used in the CT integrator and
ADC design.
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APPENDIX C. Schematic of the digital buffers driving the CCD S/Hs.
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APPENDIX D. Modifications in the Cadence rules file used for perform-
ing the design rules check for the design of CCDs using
the TSMC O.35 CMOS process

DESIGN RULE CHECK

Diva DRC verification file
divaDRCccd.rul

drcExtractftules (

Layer Processing

Obtain Layers
Flatten hierarchy and get original layers

active = geomAnd(geomNot("ccdcell") "active")
nplus = geom.And(geoniNotC'ccdcell") "nplus")
polyl = geoinAnd(geomNot("ccdcell") "polyl")
poly2 = geoniAnd(geomNot("ccdcell") "poly2")
contact = geomAnd(geomNot("ccdcell") "contact")

Define layers enclosed by the "ccdcell" region
active_ccd = geomAnd("active" "ccdcell")
nplus_ccd = geomAnd("nplus" "ccdcell")
polyl_ccd = geomAnd("polyl" "ccdcell")
poly2_ccd = geomAnd("poly2" "ccdcell")
contact_ccd = geomAnd("contact" "ccdcell")

) ;end drcExtract()
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APPENDIX E. Modifications in the Cadence rules file used for extracting
CCDs designed using the TSMC O.35p CMOS process.

EXTRACTION Rules File

divaEXTccd.rul

drcExtractRules C

Layer Processing

Obtain Layers

Flatten hierarchy and get original layers

nwellres=geoinAnd(nwellresu "nweli")

nwell=geomAndNot(nwell" nwellres)

special_area=geoinOr("od2" "ccdcell")

active=geomAndNotC'activ&' special_area)

nplus=geomAndNot ("nplus" special_area)

pplus=geomAndNot ("pplu&' special_area)

ndiff=geomAndNot(geomAnd(active nplus) "polyl")

pdiff=geomAndNot(geoznAnd(active pplus) "polyl")

pdiffres=geomAnd("pdiffres" pdiff)

poiyi layer used outside the CCD

polyl=geomAndNotC'polyl" "ccdcell")

poly2 layer used outside the CCDs

poly2=geomAndNot(poly2 "ccdcell")

5V transistor definitions

nplus5V geomAnd("nplus" "od2")

pplus5V = geomAnd("pplus" "od2")

polyl_5V = geomAnd(active5V "polyl")

ndiff5V = geomAndNot(geomAnd(active5V nplus5V) "polyl")

pdiff5V = geomAndNot(geomAnd(active5V pplus5V) "polyl")

diff5V = geomor(ndiff5V pdiff5V)



CCD cell definitions

active_ccd = geomAnd("ccdcell" "active")

nplus_ccd = geomAnd("ccdcell" "nplus")

polyl_ccd = geomAnd("ccdcell" "polyl")

poly2_ccd = geomAnd("ccdcell" "poly2")

contact_ccd = geomAnd("ccdcell" "contact")

ndiffl_ccd = geomAndNot(geomAnd(active_ccd

ndiff2_ccd = geomAndNot(geomAnd(active_ccd

ndiff_ccd = geomOr(ndiffl_ccd ndiff2_ccd)

Find MOSFETs (includes regular MOS)

nmos=geomAnd(active geomAnd(nplus polyll))

pmos=geomAnd(active geomAnd(pplus polyll))

mosDevice=geomor(nmos pmos)

nplus..ccd) "polyl")

nplus_ccd) "poly2")

Find 5V transistors

nmos5V = geomAnd(active5V geomAnd(nplus5V polyll))

pmos5V = geoznAnd(active5V geomAnd(pplu.s5V polyll))

mos5V...Device = geomOr(nmos5Vpmos5V)

Find CCD array transistors

nmosl_ccd = geoinAnd(active_ccd geomAnd(nplus_ccd polyLccd))

nmos2_ccd = geomAnd(activeccd geomAnd(nplus_ccd poly2_ccd))

mos_ccd_Device = geomOr(nmosl_ccd ninos2_ccd)

Extraction

ivlf(switch("extract?") then

Device recognition/extraction

Regular MOSFETs

extractDevice(ninos5V (polyll "G")

(sub "B")

"nfet5 ivpcell

extractDevice(pmos5V (polyll "G")

(nwell "B")

(ndiff5V "S" "D")

AnaTemp" physical)

(pdiff5V "S" "D")

63
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"pfet5 ivpcell AnaTeinp" physical)
saveftecognition(nmos5V "polyl ")
saveRecognition(pmos5V "polyl ")

Recognize CCD transistors
extractDevice(nniosl_ccd (polyl_ccd "G")

(ndiffl_ccd "S" "D") (sub "B")
"nfetl_ccd ivpcell AnaTemp" physical)

extractDevice(nmos2_ccd (poly2_ccd "G")
(ndiff2_ccd "S" "D") (sub "B")

"nfet2_ccd ivpcell AnaTemp" physical)
saveRecognition(ninos 1_ccd "polyl ")
saveRecognition(nmos2_ccd "poly2")

Extract CCD transistors (ninosl_ccd & nmos2_ccd)
W for no-bend non-circular transistors:

wnl_no_bend_ccd=nieasureParameter(length (nmosl_ccd inside
active_ccd) O.5e-06)

wn2_no_bend_ccd=measureParameter(length (nmos2_ccd inside
activeccd) O.5e-06)

L for non-circular transistors (bend and no-bend):
lnl_regccd=ineasureParameter(length (ninosl_.ccd coincident

active_ccd) O.5e-06)
1n2_reg_ccd=measureParameter(length (ninos2_ccd coincident

active_ccd) 0 5e-06)
W for bent non-circular transistors:

wnl_bends_ccd=measureParameter(bends_full (nmosl_ccd))
wn2_bends_ccd=ineasureParanieter (bends_full (nmos2_ccd))
wnl_reg_ccd=calculateParaineter(wnl_no_bend_ccd

(0 56*lnl_reg_ccd*wnlbends_ccd))
wn2_reg_ccd=calculateParameter (wn2_no_bend_ccd

(0 56*1n2_reg_ccd*wn2_bends_ccd))
Save model properties:

saveProperty(ninosl_ccd "model" "pch")
saveProperty(ninos2_ccd "model" "nch")

Save L and W parameters:
saveParameter(lnl_reg_ccd "1")
saveParanieter(1n2_reg_ccd "1")
saveParameter(wnl_reg_ccd "w")
saveParameter(wn2_reg_ccd "w")

Attach drain/source areas:
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asd1_ccdmeasureParasitic (area

attachParasitic(asdl_ccd ("as"

shared)

asd2_ccd=ineasureParasitic (area

attachParasitic (asd2_ccd ("as"

shared)

(ndiffl_ccd) le-12 figure)

"S") ("ad" "D") nmosl_ccd

(ndiff2_ccd) le-12 figure)

"S") ("ad" "D") nmos2_ccd

Attach drain/source perimeters:

psdFulll_ccd=measureParasitic(perimeter (ndiffl_ccd)

le-6 figure)

psdButtMos 1_ccd=measureParasitic (length (ndiff 1_ccd

butting ninosLccd) le-6 figure)

psdCorrectedl_ccd=calculateParasitic (psdFulll_ccd

psdButtMos 1_ccd)

attachParasitic (psdCorrectedl_ccd ("ps" "S") ("pd" "D")

zuuosl_ccd shared)

psdFull2_ccd=measureParasitic(perimeter (ndiff2_ccd)

le-6 figure)

psdButtMos2_ccd=measureParasitic (length (ndiff2_ccd

butting nm.os2_ccd) le-6 figure)

psdCorrected2_ccd=calculateParasitic (psdFull2_ccd

psdButtMos2_ccd)

attachParasitic (psdCorrected2_ccd ("ps" "S") ("pd" "D")

nmos2..ccd shared)

) ;end ivlf (switch "extract?")

) ;end drcExtract()




